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Don’t let your size LIMIT your DREAMS 

As a small business, the amount of work we need to complete in a day, week, 
or month can seem daunting. There are never enough hours, staff, or 
resources. Rather than worry and stress over ways to meet your goals, why not 
try creating partnerships or collaborations? Working with other small business 
will not only make projects more manageable, but the resources and staff 
needed to complete the project will be doubled. 



 

The Silo Effect 

Silo effect is created by fear or a misguided sense of security, many medium to 
large companies suffer from the Silo Effect due to the fear of sharing what we 
know with other departments in the same company. 
The end result is a terrible waste of time, resources, and energy. 

• Silo effect is when all information is kept for a department use only. 
• No information flows from department A to B or vice versa. 
• Each unit will have to come up with the same information with their own 

resources. 
Nonprofits are not immune to the Silo Effect. Rather than keep information from 
internal departments, they guard their donors, resources, and clients, refusing 
to partner or work with other nonprofits. The result is diminished services for 



their clients- instead of focusing on their mission and needs of clients, the 
nonprofit focuses on what they could lose. 

Nonprofits who face their fears and create strategic partnerships increase not 
only their services, but also their revenue. 

New Year, New Resources 

 

Purchase Budgeting Made Simple for $65. With every order, you will receive a 
video, Powerpoint for reference, example budget, and worksheets to help you 
calculate your actual costs.  

Go to 3Raptor Consulting, enter your name, email, and tell us you would want 
to invest in your business today. You will receive an invoice, and once paid, all 
the resources needed to build a successful business. 

https://3raptorconsulting.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ce8c194cce027ec2436b58cc&id=3ae36eb6ad&e=a8634c4a68
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